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Abstract

Turn transition in talk-in-interaction is achieved with remarkable precision, most commonly following a gap of no more than 200 ms (e.g., Stivers et al., 2009). How the precision is achieved is a complex issue given the wide range of variables co-participants to talk-in-interaction deploy to project (as speakers) and predict (as listeners) turn completion. This paper aims to contribute to a deeper understanding of one such variable used by speakers to project turn-completion: changes in word duration in turns-at-talk. As word duration varies significantly due to influences from a large number of confounds, we approach the challenges inherent in “providing robust, quantified, comparative measures of duration” (Local & Walker, 2012: 259) by fitting mixed-effects models based on naturally occurring corpus data. Contrary to previous research, which hailed the turn-final drawl as a turn-yielding cue, the models indicate that drawling, or rallentando, affects not just the turn-final syllable/word but large portions of the turn. Rallentando appears to be, not a one-off cue marking the turn’s end-point upon its occurrence, but an extended process advance-projecting the turn’s durational envelope. Also, as a graded advance-projecting resource, rallentando is in and of itself insufficient to signal turn completion reliably; listeners are likely to rely on turn rallentando in unison with other, preferably discrete cues marking the turn-completion point upon its occurrence, for “recogniz[ing] that a turn is definitely coming to an end” (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 12) and triggering the launch of the next turn.

1. Introduction

A fundamental fact of every day talk-in-interaction is that “[t]ransitions (from one turn to a next) with no gap and no overlap between them are common” (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974: 700). Sacks et al.’s reference to ‘no gap and no overlap’, however, is not to be taken literally, as an exact acoustic quantification. As Heldner and Edlund (2010: 564) have shown, cases of actual zero gap and zero overlap represent only a “marginal part” of turn transitions. In fact, transition commonly happens within a ‘slight gap’ (Heldner & Edlund, 2010: 557; cf. also Sacks et al. [1974: 700–701]) approximating the average length of a single syllable (Levinson, 2016: 7), which is 200 ms—that is, turn transition happens “faster than the average time it takes to blink the eye” (Enfield, 2017: 41). The 200 ms transition time has subsequently been confirmed in large-scale empirical work. Investigating turn transition times in ten unrelated languages, including, for example, Danish, Lao, Japanese and Tzeltal, Stivers et al. (2008: 10588) discovered “a unimodal distribution with a mode offset for each language between 0 and 200 ms”. Working on natural conversations and task-guided talk in three European languages (Dutch, Scottish English, and Swedish) Heldner and Edlund (2010) found that “[t]he most common between-speaker interval (…) is a gap of about 200 ms” (Heldner & Edlund, 2010: 564). Thus, the turn-taking system in human face-to-face interaction seems “strongly universal, with only slight variations in timing” (Levinson, 2016: 7): across languages and cultures, conversationalists time the transition from one turn to the next with remarkable precision.

An intriguing question is how this precision is brought about. The mechanisms underlying this precision are complex as conversationalists exploit a wide range of resources to predict (as listeners) and project (as speakers) turn completion.

Drawing on these resources as well as the turn’s emerging semantic, pragmatic and perceptual signals listeners form a ‘multimodal gestalt’ (Holler & Levinson, 2019: 6) to “identify or predict the speech act or action being carried out – both
the illocutionary force and the likely propositional content" (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 13). Recent EEG experiments corroborate the assumption that listeners start to predict speech acts early, that is, far ahead of the turn’s actual completion: Magyari et al. (2014) observed a beta desynchronization 1200 ms before the (lexico-grammatically predictable) end of a turn; in Gisladottir et al. (2018), the processing of three distinct speech acts —answer, declaration, and offer—performed by the same utterance (“I have a credit card”) started to differ within the first 400 ms of the turn-in-progress.2

Speakers, on the other hand, both advance-project turn completion as well as mark completion on its occurrence (cf. Clayman, 2013: 151). Advance-projection relies on morphosyntax and intonation contour, with the former “provid[ing] most of the early clues to the overall structural envelope (e.g., turns beginning with if or either or whenever project a two clause structure), so offering some long distance projection” (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 13; cf. also Sacks et al., 1974; Clayman, 2013: 158; Magyari et al. 2014: 2538). Once speakers arrive at the turn’s completion point they have at their disposal a large number of turn-final cues to give the ultimate ‘go-signal’ (Barthel, Meyer, & Levinson, 2017: 9) to the recipient to launch their response. The inventory of turn-final cues is extensively multimodal. Turn-final cues may be post-completers, such as address forms or question tags, in which case they are linguistic. Perhaps more commonly, however, turn-final cues are of a non-verbal nature, including gaze, body motion, pauses as well as a large range of vocal cues ranging from audible creaky voice quality, outbursts to intensity, pitch, and duration, specifically the lengthening of the final word/syllable. An attempt at an exhaustive list of turn-final cues reported in the literature is this:

**linguistic:**

- syntactic completion: Duncan (1972); Sacks et al. (1974); Wells and MacFarlane (1998); de Ruiter, Mitterer, and Enfield (2006); Levinson and Torreira (2015)
- question tags: Sacks et al. (1974)
- address terms: Jefferson (1973), Sacks et al. (1974)
- idioms: Duncan (1972) (‘sociocentric sequences’; “stereotyped expressions, typically following a substantive statement” (p. 287) such as ‘you know’, ‘or something’, etc.)
- lexico-syntactic predictability: Magyari et al. (2014)

**nonlinguistic:**

- body motion: Duncan (1972) (esp. termination of hand movement)
- gaze: Kendon (1967), Bavelas, Coates, and Johnson (2002) (re-establishment of ‘mutual gaze’)

---

1. See also Bar’s notion of ‘recognition-by-analogy’ (Bar, 2009), a three-stage process from (i) sensory input (i.e., the multimodal turn-in-progress) to (ii) analogy based on associations with past experiences and memories (i.e., the speech act performed in turns similar to the turn-in-progress) to (iii) prediction (i.e., the speech act ascribed via analogy to the turn-in-progress).

2. As an anonymous reviewer cautioned, none of these studies suggest that listeners predict the exact speech act early. What the studies show is that the brain starts working toward deciphering the unfolding speech act far ahead of the speech act’s completion.

---

The turn-final cue we are centrally concerned with in this paper is turn-final lengthening, also referred to as ‘drawl.’ While the drawl is firmly established as a primary correlate of constituent structure, with lengthening occurring near constituent boundaries (Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007), research into lengthening as a turn-yielding cue has been fraught with difficulties and limitations. One limiting factor relates to the type of data used, which were either highly specialized, experimental, or ‘small’ in size. For example, Duncan’s (1972) analysis is based on two 19-minute excerpts from psychotherapeutic interviews; Bögels and Torreira (2015) conducted a button-press experiment with a small set of paired utterances (e.g., “So you’re a student?” and “So you’re student at Radboud University?”) presented in four manipulated conditions; and Local and Walker (2012) analyzed a naturally occurring, 12-minute short telephone call between two adult speakers of British English. In other words, turn-final drawling has so far not been investigated in naturally-occurring data of scale.3

The reason why is obvious: “provid[ing] robust, quantified, comparative measures of duration is problematic when working with naturally occurring materials: syllable and word structure, accentual patterning, position in utterance, speaker, overall speaking rate, information structure etc., are all things which cannot be controlled for and which, moreover, are known to impact on the durational characteristics of words and parts of words” (Local & Walker, 2012: 259).

Another limitation to previous research is of a methodological nature. The established method used to measure turn-final drawls has been to compare the durations of one and the same word in two conditions: (i) when the word occurs inside a turn, that is, not as the turn-final word, and (ii) when it is used as the turn-final word; cf., for example, Bögels and Torreira’s (2015) experiment with the two utterances “So you’re a student?” and “So you’re student at Radboud University?”, where the word student is used turn-finally and, respectively, turn-medially. Deploying this method, Local and Walker (2012: 260) observe that “final tokens [of the same word] are on average 65% longer than medial tokens.”

This method begs questions. First, in any corpus of natural conversation the number of word types and word tokens

---

1. See also Bar’s notion of ‘recognition-by-analogy’ (Bar, 2009), a three-stage process from (i) sensory input (i.e., the multimodal turn-in-progress) to (ii) analogy based on associations with past experiences and memories (i.e., the speech act performed in turns similar to the turn-in-progress) to (iii) prediction (i.e., the speech act ascribed via analogy to the turn-in-progress).

2. As an anonymous reviewer cautioned, none of these studies suggest that listeners predict the exact speech act early. What the studies show is that the brain starts working toward deciphering the unfolding speech act far ahead of the speech act’s completion.

3. The reference to the limited set of linguistic stimuli used in Bögels and Torreira (2015) is not to be understood as a critique. Using small numbers of stimuli is inevitable in experimental settings and, in the case of Bögels and Torreira (2015), a purposeful design feature related to the concern, as an anonymous reviewer remarked, that “presenting too many manipulated stimuli could lead participants to react unnaturally or develop strategies specific to the experiment.”
occuring in either condition is seriously limited to high-frequency word types, that is, to function words, inserts, and highly frequent lexical words; most lexical words, by contrast, which tend to have very few tokens in any corpus, will be unlikely to occur in both conditions en masse. Second, it is unclear as to how listeners should be able to recognize a drawl as a turn-final drawl and, hence, a turn-yielding cue. The lengthening of a syllable or word can only be recognized contrastively, that is, as a duration that is longer than some other duration. The question is, precisely longer than what other duration? Two different approaches are conceivable. One is what might be called the lexicon hypothesis, the other the speech-rate hypothesis.

The lexicon hypothesis would hold that speakers/listeners have stored default or canonical durations for words. This hypothesis would then stipulate that listeners recognize that words they are hearing from a speaker are longer than the default durations they have stored for those words and that, within some overall context, this might be a signal to them that a turn is about to end or ending. This hypothesis might seem particularly attractive to scholars coming from a usage/exemplar-based perspective, who assume that speakers store large amounts of usage events in a multidimensional kind of exemplar space and that speakers constantly make (implicit) comparisons between their current input and their past input (as when speakers decide which vowel a certain input sound represents, given its formants in vowel space).

While this hypothesis seems attractive, it will require modification if only because we know that listeners can adjust quickly to (speaker-)specific characteristics of their current input. For instance, we know from research on phonetic accommodation that listeners can adjust their expectations and ’comprehension computations’ when they talk to speakers of a different dialect or non-native speakers (see, e.g., Kraljic, Brennan, & Samuel, 2008, Kim, Horton, & Bradlow, 2011). In a sense, they adjust the input to fit the multidimensional space in which they are processing the input so that, after even only small amounts of input, their comprehension works fairly effortlessly again. Thus, a more realistic approach has listeners rely less on comparisons of the current input to their long-term storage of the same words, but also, and more so, to characteristics of the current input. Taking this approach, we propose the speech-rate hypothesis. It holds that speakers decrease the speed of speaking over the course of the turn to advance-signal turn-completion. Listeners, on the other hand, would monitor the current input stream for changes that might signal turn completion: they would (begin to) infer that the end of a turn is forthcoming when the durations of words become longer relative to those of the immediately preceding words and the speaker’s speed of speaking decelerates when, crucially, all sorts of other confounds related to word length are controlled for. This hypothesis follows naturally from the on-fly adjustments we know listeners are making to accommodate other characteristics of their interlocutors’ input and is, therefore, the hypothesis we will explore here.

In this paper, we will study the speech-rate hypothesis but, given that the (corpus) data we have do not allow us to study listeners’ perception and processing, we will focus on the speaker side of it, the degree to which speakers slow down towards the end of turn. That apparent restriction notwithstanding, we will go beyond previous work in several respects, in particular with regard to type and size of the data set to be studied and with regard to the comprehensiveness of the statistical analysis. Obviously, word duration is affected by a number of characteristics including, for example, the phonemic size of words, their frequency, intonation/whether they are the nucleus of a turn, etc. and others, and our statistical analysis will need to be complex enough by involving all these variables as predictors/controls to account for all these things at the same time. The following section will discuss our data set and all the variables – the response, predictors, controls/covariates, and source of random effects – that we are including in our analysis.

2. Data and methods

This research is based on the ‘demographically-sampled’ subcorpus of the British National Corpus (BNC) featuring natural conversation between intimates and familiars, and those 59 files whose audio files were released in the Audio BNC (Coleman et al., 2012).

Using XQuery (cf. Rühlemann, Bagoutdinov, & O’Donnell, 2015) we extracted from the BNC’s conversational subcorpus an initial random sample of 800 10-word turns for which audio recordings were available. The 10-word span was selected as it is likely to represent the average turn length in conversation (Rayson, Leech, & Hodges, 1997, Rühlemann, 2018).

The turns were extracted from the BNC along with metadata including (i) file IDs, (ii) speaker IDs, (iii) position identifiers (slot 1, slot 2, etc.), and (iv) PoS-tags denoting a word form’s (likely) part-of-speech in the turn.

Contrary to Local and Walker (2012) above-cited comment that factors such as “syllable and word structure, accentual patterning, position in utterance, speaker, overall speaking rate, information structure etc. are all things which cannot be controlled for and which, moreover, are known to impact on the durational characteristics of words” (Local & Walker, 2012: 259), the regression model we fitted includes, and controls for, precisely the factors Local & Walker mention.

We first provide a brief overview of the variables included in this study and the conceptual roles they play here, before we turn to their exact operationalization:

- the dependent variable: DURATION (the acoustic extension of articulation of a word token in a turn in ms);
- the central predictor of interest: POSINTURN (the position of a word token in a turn);
- control variables: NUCLEUS (most prominently stressed word token in turn); FREQ (frequency of word type), LENGTH (phonemic size of word token), SURPRISAL (informativity of word token in turn), DIFFFROMMEANPREV (change in mean duration of word tokens in turn);

The turns selected all met the condition that they contained exactly one <s> unit. These units are used in the BNC for sentence-like, i.e., syntactically and/or pragmatically complete, utterances. While this annotation is not 100% correct, it generally does match turns.

As the data were pulled from the BNC, ‘word’ is defined here as it is in the BNC: that is, generally, as any alphabetical string between white space. Cliches, however, as well as compounds whose component parts are separated by white space (as in “vice president”), are counted as separate words, whereas orthographically fused compounds such as “greenhouse” are counted as one word.
To measure **duration** as well as **nucleus**, the recordings for each turn in the 800 10-word turn sample were accessed through BNCweb, an online interface for the BNC (cf. Hoffmann, Evert, Smith, Lee, & Berglund Prytz, 2008), exported and analyzed in Praat, a phonetic analysis tool (Boersma & Weenink, 2012). Each sound file was listened to repeatedly by a research assistant who was unaware of the research questions of this study; spectral waveforms (‘sonograms’) were inspected and zoomed in on to determine word boundaries based on ‘valleys’ in the waveform. Due to poor audio quality, interfering background noises, or distance from the microphone not all 8000 words in the sample could be reliably measured in Praat: also, where word boundaries were blurred, for example due to co-articulation, breathy phonation, unvoiced stops, etc., durations were set to NA. Thus, the number of words whose duration could be ascertained was 7848.

The central predictor, **PosINTURN**, is straightforward: this is the position of the word in the 10-word turns, i.e. a number from 1 to 10. Less obvious may be the need to factor in a second acoustic measure, namely **nucleus** defined as the syllable or word “in a tone unit which carries maximal prominence, usually due to a major pitch change” (Crystal, 2003: 321). The inclusion of **nucleus** is crucial on the grounds that it relates to **local** and **Walker** (2012) ‘accentual patterns’ as well as ‘information structure’, as there is a “fundamental association between high pitch and new information in English” (Wennerstrom, 2001: 34) with the nucleus marking “the point of information in the sentence that is deemed most valuable or relevant from the speaker’s point of view” (Rochemont & Cullicover, 1990: 18; but see Wells & McFarlane 1998 for a critical appraisal of the assumed connection between nucleus and information focus). In coding **nucleus**, we recorded the placement of the nucleus in the turn: a nucleus on the first word was coded as 1, a nucleus on the second word as 2, and so forth.

In ascertaining the placement of **nucleus**, a conservative approach was adopted to include only turns that featured a single clear nuclear stress, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, there is a noticeable step-up in pitch of about 3 semitones on the word **optician**, the tenth word in the turn. Thus, for this turn the value 10 was recorded under **nucleus**. Any other stress patterns (turns with multiple nuclei, unclear nuclei, or no discernible nuclei at all) were excluded, leading to the loss of 405 turns. The size of the resulting sample – 395 turns – is by no means large but already far larger than the sample sizes used in previous research (s. above).

Several of the controls are fairly straightforward as well: **freq** is based on word token counts from the spoken part of the BNC and is included due to the large body of research suggesting that duration is influenced by frequency, with more frequent words being shorter than infrequent words (e.g., Zipf, 1949, Fidelholtz, 1975). Similarly, **LENGTH** is based on the phonemic length of the word and is included given the trivial fact that words with more phonemes will take longer to articu-
How is the variable DIFFFROMMEANPREV computed? In order to trace the changes that DURATION undergoes within each turn we calculated for each word in a turn but the first, how the duration of that word was different from the mean of all previous word durations in that same turn; the first slot was set to 0. Consider Table 1 for an illustrative example.

The first row contains fictitious DURATION data for each word position in the turn; the second row contains the means of all previous DURATION values, the final row contains the differences of each DURATION value from the mean of the previous ones. For instance, the duration of the third word is 3, the mean duration of all words before that word is $1 + 2/2 = 1.5$, thus the DIFFFROMMEANPREV value is 1.5, indicating that that third word is 1.5 units longer in articulation duration than all previous words of this turn. If there is an effect such that DURATION changes over the course of a turn, the slope of this control should be significantly different from 0.

As for the random-effects structure of the modeling process to follow, for each word token, we noted the code for speaker who produced it (SPEAKER, which helps control for speaker idiosyncrasies) and the file in which it occurs (FILE); obviously, SPEAKER is nested into FILE; similarly, we noted the word itself, but also its part-of-speech tag.

We present the analyses in the next section, Section 3: In Section 3.1, we explain the statistical modeling process for the first regression model, in which DURATION is the response variable; in Section 3.2, we describe the nature of the effects; finally, in Section 3.3, we come to the results of the second regression model, whose response variable is DIFFFROMMEANPREV.

3. Statistical analysis and results

In order to prepare the data for the actual statistical analysis, exploration of the data indicated that several preparatory steps were necessary to deal with the usual issues of observational corpus data. First, to address skew, the response variable DURATION was transformed into its binary log. The variable LENGTH was logged to the base of two and then z-standardized. The variable FREQ was square-root transformed (which lead to a slightly more uniform spread of values than the log transformation) and then z-standardized; also, SURPRISAL was z-standardized. As for parts of speech, we reduced the variable WORDCLASS to one with fewer levels by retaining only the first three characters from each tag, effectively discarding portmanteau tags in favor of the tagger’s first, and preferred, guess.

3.1. The statistical modeling process of DURATION

The starting point for our analysis of the hypothesized global turn-final lengthening effect was a model selection process that began with a model that featured:

- DURATION as the response variable;
- POSINTURN (polynomial to the 2nd degree to capture curvature) as the central predictor;
- DIFFFROMMEANPREV, LENGTH, SURPRISAL, FREQ, and NUCLEUS, but also the interactions of POSINTURN with DIFFFROMMEANPREV and NUCLEUS as controls;
- varying intercepts and slopes of POSINTURN for speakers within files and for words and word classes.

This model raised singularity warnings, but we used it only to identify outliers. We computed the residuals of this model and discarded all data points whose absolute residuals exceeded 2.5; this lead to a loss of a mere 1.15% of all data (45/3900 data points). We then also simplified the random-effects structure by reducing the nested slopes (speakers within files to just files and parts of speech within words to just parts of speech); since these had very small variances anyway, this proved unproblematic in terms of explanatory power and it took care of the singularity problem.

Next, we tried to reduce the random-effects structure of the model, but both likelihood ratio comparisons and AICc comparisons forced us to leave the random-effects structure untouched. Finally, we tried to identify the best fixed-effects structure and arrived at a model that contained curved effects of LENGTH ($\rho_{LRT/deletion} < 10^{-15}$), SURPRISAL ($\rho_{LRT/deletion} < 10^{-5}$), measured in Praat.

![Fig. 1. Pitch contour of turn When was the last time you went to the optician?](image-url)

Table 1
Fictitious data to exemplify the computation of DIFFFROMMEANPREV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PosInTurn</th>
<th>PosInTurn 2</th>
<th>PosInTurn 3</th>
<th>PosInTurn 4</th>
<th>PosInTurn 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of previous durations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFFROMMEANPREV</td>
<td>0 (per def.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>–1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\text{FREQ (LR_{\text{deletion}} < 0.0001)}$, a curved effect of DIFFFROMMEANPREV ($\text{LR}_{\text{deletion}} < 10^{-5}$), and the interaction of curved effects of POSINTURN and NUCLEUS ($\text{LR}_{\text{deletion}} < 10^{-10}$). This final model has no collinearity issues (all VIFs < 1.5), no normality of heteroscedasticity problems in its residuals, and a quite good degree of variance explanation and one that is, fortunately, largely due to the fixed effects: $R^2_{\text{marginal}} = 0.729$ and $R^2_{\text{conditional}} = 0.782$.

As for the interpretation of the model, nearly all of its coefficients are completely uninterpretable because they pertain to orthogonalized polynomials, which is why we will utilize effects plots (Fox, 2003) of predicted DURATION values for our discussion.

3.2. The nature of the effects

The first effect to be discussed is one that involves the main predictor of interest, namely the interaction of POSINTURN, which, unsurprisingly given the important role of turn-level stress on duration, interacts with NUCLEUS. This is represented in Fig. 2 in two ways. The left panel shows a kind of numeric heatmap: the x- and the left y-axis represent the predictors POSINTURN and NUCLEUS respectively. The right y-axis represents for each value of NUCLEUS how often it was attested in our data, and the plotted numbers represent the binned predicted duration (with low and high values representing low and high durations).

In the fairly rare situation ($\approx 10\%$ of all cases) when the nucleus of the turn is on one of the first two words of the turn (the bottom area of Fig. 2 when $y \leq 2$), durations actually decrease for words later in the turn: The increased length of the nucleus overpowers, so to speak, the rest and does not let the durations develop high values again. However, in nearly all other nucleus positions (i.e., when $y \geq 3$), we see a fairly clear trend such that predicted durations are highest late or very late in the turn; the only exception to this strong trend is the surprisingly high predicted word duration of the first word of the turn when the nucleus is on the last word (see the 8 in the top left corner).

In sum, durations decrease continuously for nuclei positioned (very) early in the turn; durations increase continuously for nuclei in mid-turn position; and durations for nuclei positioned (very) late in the turn first decrease toward the middle of the turn before they increase again toward the turn end.\footnote{As an anonymous reviewer observed, this result is reminiscent of the results obtained in Bögels and Torreira (2015). There, comparing the summed durations of all the words preceding what was the last word in the short question (e.g. “student” in “So you’re a student?”) but a middle word in the long question (“So you’re a student at Radbout University?”), the authors found no significant differences (Bögels & Torreira 2015: 51). At first glance this result seems incompatible with the present result. As the reviewer notes: “[h]owever, looking more closely at fig. 2, the results actually appear compatible. When the nucleus is at the end (as in the short questions from Bögels & Torreira), the first words are long, but middle words are shorter. However, when the nucleus is in the middle, or near the start, the first words are shorter, but the middle words are a bit longer again. Thus, given that Bögels & Torreira measured the sum of the lengths of all words up to the last one, the end result may have been similar (although the questions were shorter than 10 words).”}

The right panel represents those results in a way that some readers might find more comprehensible. Again, PosInTurn is on the x-axis, but now the predicted values of Duration are on the y-axes (as is more customary for dependent variables) and, for once, we are zooming into a relatively narrow range of predicted Duration values on the y-axes just to make the effect easier to see. This time, every unique value of NUCLEUS gets its own regression line, which is represented by the respective number. The interpretation does of course not change much but is probably a bit clearer: The regression lines for $\text{NUCLEUS} = 1$ and $\text{NUCLEUS} = 2$ go down as PosInTurn increases (as shown in, and discussed for, the left panel), but all other lines nicely swerve up towards the hypothesized higher values of PosInTurn on the right (with different degrees of curvature, obviously), indicating that durations become higher at the end: Speakers are slowing down there.

All remaining effects are those of variables that were only included as controls lest we overestimate the effect of PosInTurn, which is why we do not discuss them in much detail, in particular given that their effects are (reassuringly) as expected; note that, in Figs. 3–6, we are ‘zooming out’ on the y-axes (to be able to represent all observed duration values on the y-axes). Fig. 3 is the effect of FREQ in the model and, as was to be expected from decades of prior work, more frequent words are pronounced faster and once a certain frequency is reached, that facilitatory effect levels off.

Similarly straightforward is the effect of LENGTH in the model, shown in Fig. 4: Trivially, longer words take longer to articulate and this effect shows no sign of leveling off.

Moreover, consider the control variable SURPRISAL, whose effect is represented in Fig. 5: More surprising words take longer to articulate. Note that while the regression line seems to suggest that the most surprising words are pronounced more quickly again, this is more likely due to the fact that poly-nominal effects are affected much less by local trends (and more by the one global trend), meaning that the slight shift downward on the right is most likely not due to a speeding-up process there; also, note that, given the very small number of really very surprising words, the confidence band on the right is so wide that this graph is better interpreted as reflecting a slowing down for less predictable words, but one that at some point levels off.

The final effect is that of the last control variable, namely DIFFFROMMEANPREV, which is represented in Fig. 6: DIFFFROMMEANPREV is on the x-axis, Duration is on the y-axis, and the predicted values are represented by the regression line with its 95%-confidence band; the dashed lines are the means of the relevant variables. There is a clear relation such that if a word is longer than the average length of previous words (x-axis), its predicted duration increases (y-axis). While this is of course not surprising – recall that we included this variable in this analysis as a control – the inclusion of this effect in the model makes sure that any variance in Duration that it picks
up on is not anticonservatively attributed to our main predictor of interest, viz. POSINTURN.

3.3. A follow-up model of DIFFFROMMEANPREV

The above regression modeled DURATION, i.e. data points that resulted directly from the Praat measurements of every word token across turns showing a clear effect of POSINTURN (mediated by NUCLEUS) that indicates turn-final lengthening patterns across turns. We now zoom into the changes within turns with a regression model whose response variable is DIFFFROMMEANPREV, which, as discussed above, monitors the changes that DURATION undergoes turn-internally. The modeling process was conducted as before, which means that we first trimmed outliers based on residuals of the first model (a mere 1.26% of the data), then we trimmed down the random-effects structure until we arrived at a model without convergence problems (which had varying intercepts for files and parts of speech only), and finally we determined the best fixed-effects structure on the basis of likelihood ratio tests and AICc-comparisons. The final model we arrived at contained curved effects of LENGTH ($p_{\text{LRT/deletion}} < 0.0001$) and FREQ ($p_{\text{LRT/deletion}} < 0.0001$), a non-significant control effect of SURPRISAL ($p_{\text{LRT/deletion}} = 0.33$, a strong effect of DURATION ($p_{\text{LRT/deletion}} < 10^{-10}$), and the interaction of curved effects of POSINTURN and NUCLEUS ($p_{\text{LRT/deletion}} < 10^{-10}$); collinearity and residuals were again unproblematic and the model's fit was quite good: $R^2_{\text{marginal}} = 0.707$ and $R^2_{\text{conditional}} = 0.734$.

In the interest of space, we only discuss the main predictor, POSINTURN, which is again in an interaction with NUCLEUS and which is shown in Fig. 7.

In the left panel, we have POSINTURN and NUCLEUS on the x- and the y-axis respectively and the plotted numbers represent how much the duration of a word in a certain position in a turn changes compared to all previous ones: high(er) numbers mean that a word is (much) longer than the average of the previous words, low(er) numbers mean that a word is (much) shorter than the average of the previous words. Reassuringly,
we see that the highest predictions are made in the top right corner, which is where the turn-final lengthening effect ‘meets’ nuclei: When the two variables that individually promote long durations come together, we do indeed find the longest words.

In accordance with our expectations, we can also see that words get longer later in the turn when the nucleus is near the end ($y > 7$). Below that, we see the interaction of two curved trends reflected in the results: When the nucleus is in the middle of the turn (roughly $4 \leq y \leq 7$), then there is little variation: word durations do not change much compared to the previous word durations. However, when the nucleus is at or close to the beginning of the turn ($y \leq 3$), we have a curvilinear effect: the nucleus in one of these early positions is long (er), followed by shorter words that get longer and longer towards the end of the turn.

Again, the right panel shows the same results in a way that might speak to some readers more, but the results are the same: When the nucleus is in positions 8, 9, or 10, the regression lines go up (indicating that the word in each position is predicted to be longer than the previous words’ average). On the other hand, when the nucleus is in positions 1, 2, 3 (and to a much lesser extent, 4), the regression lines are U-shaped: With the long nucleus at the beginning, words become shorter after that, but then become longer and longer towards the end. Finally, when the nucleus is in positions 5, 6, or 7, the regression lines go down slightly (indicating that the word in each position is predicted to be just a little bit shorter than the previous words’ average); we explain this with the assumption that the turn-medial nucleus, with its above average length ‘disrupts’ any even remotely linear trend one might expect over the course of the turn.

4. Discussion

In this study we have examined what we termed the speech-rate hypothesis, according to which speakers gradually decrease the speed of speaking over the course of the turn to advance-signal turn-completion. We tested this hypothesis using two mixed-effects regression models, one with DURATION and one with DIFFFROMMEANPREV as the dependent variable.

The first model confirmed how subtly word duration reacts to influences from confounds. Not only does a word’s duration depend, as is obvious, on its phonemic make-up, that is, whether its phonetic structure is complex or simple, which is an offline property, one the word always has regardless of context. Neither does a word’s duration only depend on its overall frequency, yet another offline property, with frequent words being articulated faster than infrequent ones. A word’s duration also significantly depends on online factors, that is, factors coming into play once the word is used in discourse and interaction. The model shows that online factors impacting on a word’s duration include (i) its surprisal, that is, how much or little the word can be predicted given the context of the preceding word, (ii) nuclear stress, that is, whether the word ‘stands out’ from the other words in the turn prosodically by higher pitch and energy, and, most importantly in the present connection, (iii) position in the turn, that is, whether the word starts up a turn, falls squarely into the middle of the turn, or concludes the turn. While these factors have been recognized as affecting duration in previous research, this study provided, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt at modeling these factors and their interactions in comprehensive regression models studying the additional role played by position in turns. Moreover, the models discovered an interaction not, to our knowledge, reported elsewhere: That of nuclear stress and position in the turn. This interaction suggests that when speakers place nuclear stress very early in the turn, specifically in turn-first and turn-second position (which they rarely do) word durations thereafter decrease, indicating that speakers are accelerating the speed of speaking, but when the nucleus falls onto words in any other position in the turn (the much more common scenario) word durations thereafter increase, indicating that speakers are decelerating their speech rate.

In other words, the first model not only allows a rather comprehensive view on a large number of factors impacting on
the slow-down is mediated by nuclear placement. This speakers slow down over the course of the turn; however, cue, out of a large As noted, turn-taking has implications for theories of turn-taking and turn transition. That is, the increases in duration at turn completion points that are observable in the present data and that have been noted in previous research are not the whole signal; they are just the last bit – the culmination point – of the signal. The full signal is the process as a whole, the speaker’s slowing-down over the whole turn or its final positions. Either way, the slow-down is not restricted to the last syllable or word in the turn and hence does not mark turn-completion on its occurrence. Rather, turn rallentando serves speakers as a resource for advance-projecting turn completion very much like morphosyntax, which, as noted in Section 1, provides “long distance projection” (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 13; cf. also Sacks et al., 1974; Atkinson, 1984; Clayman, 2013; Magyari et al., 2014). As morpho-syntax provides a structural envelope allowing the listener to predict the structural contour of the turn-in-progress, so turn rallentando provides a durational envelope for the listener to predict the durational contour of the turn.

A legitimate question arising from the spread of the signal (large parts of) the turn is whether listeners can rely on the speaker’s rallentando alone in inferring that, and when, the turn is actually complete. Given its being spread out, the decrease in speech rate cannot be seen as pointing out the precise completion point in the turn; rather, the deceleration could continue beyond that point. What the speaker’s rallentando, then, does, is indicate that the speaker is on their way toward turn completion. Taking this line of theorizing further, it appears that turn rallentando – and hence the turn-final drawl, which is part of it – is insufficient as a stand-alone turn-yielding cue. Rather, turn rallentando is a complimentary cue making turn completion more and more likely but not in and by itself marking out any one point in the turn as the turn-completion point. What turn rallentando indicates – the speaker’s notching closer and closer to turn completion – needs to be confirmed yet by some other turn-final cue, potentially one that is not of a continuous but discrete nature, be it the return of the speaker’s gaze to the listener, the aspiration of word-final prosiles, the completion of a ‘socio-centric sequence’, or the termination of a hand movement, to name only a few (see Section 1), or, most likely, a combination thereof (cf. Bögels & Torreira, 2015: 55).
5. Limitations and future work

As noted in Section 3 above, the fit of the models was good, meaning that most of the variation in the data could be explained by them; given that the data were observational behavioral data, the degrees of variance explanation we achieved just from the fixed effects (72.9% and 70.7%) is quite high. What little variation remained unaccounted for may be explained by the limitations that are placed on the models and the data underlying them.

The first such limitation is the fact that only 10-word turns were examined. While, as noted, the 10-word length is likely the average turn length and hence the central-tendency length in conversation, focusing on a single turn length is an exclusive practice, leaving the considerable variation in turn length – ranging between single-word turns and turns measuring in the hundreds of words (cf. Rühlemann, 2018) – unaccounted for. This is limiting in at least two respects. First, as shown by Yuan, Liberman, and Cieri (2006) turn length impacts speech rate (turns with one to seven words have much slower overall speech rates than, for example, 10-word turns or turns even longer than that). Also, as an anonymous reviewer noted, the exclusive focus on relatively long turns “might have biased the results because it makes it more likely to see graded patterns of changing word length over turns.” Shorter turns may not exhibit, or exhibit to a lesser extent, the gradual decrease in speech rate that we observe for 10-word turns; it cannot be ruled out that in, say, 3- or 4-word turns the durational increase is compressed, as it were, on the last word rather than stretched out across (much of) the turn as a whole. An obvious desideratum for future work therefore is to enlarge the pool of turn lengths considered beyond the central-tendency length.

The second, and more consequential, limitation relates to the factors potentially impacting on word duration in discourse and interaction that were not included in the models (although, we should like to add, the number of factors taken into account by our models by far exceed the numbers of factors considered in previous work targeting the role of turn-final lengthening or similar pragmatic factors).

To start with, we only admitted turns with straightforward nucleus placement – those with a single nucleus, thereby evidently excluding the large number of turns (more than half of the turns in the original sample!) where nucleus assignment is less straightforward (cf. Wennerstrom, 2001: 33 ff.). This exclusion is all the more limiting as we have seen that nuclear placement enters, in the context of duration and speech rate, into important interactions with turn position.

Second, the unit of observation for surprisal has been the bigram, the simplest type of context as it merely captures the combination of two adjacent surface forms. While more complex types of context that bear on predictability and informativity, such as culture and world knowledge, will likely remain elusive to quantification for the foreseeable future, the least that can be done in short-term future work is to operationalize surprisal based on trigrams, fourgrams, or even more sizable n-grams; alternatively, predictability and informativity could be measured more broadly using ‘overall prior lexical context’, a method introduced in Rühlemann and Gries (forthcoming).

Another limitation is imposed by the fact that the turns in the sample could not be analyzed for internal structure, which, too, might impact on word duration in talk-in-interaction. Trivially, a turn in conversation is a ‘turn-in-a-series’ (Sacks et al., 1974: 722) interfacing with a prior turn and a next turn. Less trivially, as observed by Sacks et al. (1974: 722), this double interfacing is reflected in the structure of turns, which often have three turn parts consisting of pre-start, turn-constructional unit (TCU), and post-completer. It is particularly this latter turn part that may be relevant in the context of turn-final lengthening and rallentando. The post-completer slot is a “locus of ‘current selects next’” (Sacks et al., 1974: 718) and, accordingly, typical occupants of the slot are address terms and question tags. Crucially, post-completers are structures succeeding the transition-relevance place (TRP), that is, succeeding the point at which turn transition can ‘legally’ occur. If the drawl is in fact a signal, or part of a set of signals, by which finishing speakers invite turn transition, the fact that the speaker’s turn has already progressed past the TRP would seem to obviate the need for them to extend the drawl into the post-completer. Consequently, post-completers might see no, or reduced, rallentando as the job of flagging the speaker’s arrival at the TRP is already accomplished by other means. We are not aware of any research on this matter; thus, this is at present a mere possibility, but one that has some plausibility to it.

Another complicating factor not taken into account is overlap. Numerous turns in the data exhibit turn-final overlap, also referred to as ‘terminal overlap’ (Jefferson, 1986: 158; cf. also Jefferson, 1973); that is, the speaker has not yet reached turn completion when the next speaker starts up speaking. The commonness in our data is not surprising as overlaps represent the second most common type of transition (after ‘slight gaps’ of around 200 ms; cf., for example, Stivers et al., 2009). As with post-completers (which often get overlapped, precisely because the TRP has already been reached), it is quite possible that the occurrence of overlap affects how the current speaker signals turn-completion. As shown by French and Walker (1983) for ‘turn-competitive overlap’, that is, overlap incurred by a next-speaker’s early incoming on higher pitch and increased loudness, current speakers, attempting to ‘defend’ the floor, may resort to increasing intensity and decreasing speech rate (French & Local, 1983: 26). Competitive overlap, however, constitutes a marginal portion of all overlap; the lion’s share is taken up by ‘terminal overlap’, which is ‘massively present’ (Jefferson, 1986: 158) and non-competitive as it projects “its almost im- mediate self-liquidation, as the incipiently finishing speaker brings the prior turn to completion” (Schegloff, 2000: 5). Even non-competitive overlaps may have an impact in such a

---

10 However, our key variable OFFSETMEANRESPREC records changes in speech rate within turns not across turns, making it relatively immune to speech rate variation related to turn length variation.

11 A study by one of the present authors (Rühlemann, forthcoming) specifically investigates forms, functions, and proportions of pre-starts and post-completers in a large sample of turns. The proportion found for post-completers was 15%.

12 The rates observed for turn transitions occurring in overlap range between 30% (Levinson & Torreira, 2015), 45% (Heldner & Edlund, 2010), and 44% (ten Bosch, Oostdijk, & Boves, 2003).

13 Clear empirical indication that the overwhelming majority of overlap is non-competitive comes from an analysis of a subsample of randomly sampled 100 between-overlaps and 100 within-overlaps conducted by Levinson and Torreira (2015: 8): they found that 73% of all overlap involved backchannels, that is, short unintrusive response tokens and that obviate the need for special practices for overlap resolution (Schegloff, 2000).
way that speakers no longer ‘bother’ to use any, or the full inventory of, turn-yielding cues as what these are supposed to facilitate – turn transition – has evidently already been achieved.\(^\text{14}\)

The final limitation relates to turn function/action and sequence type, factors not included as predictors/controls in the current models. Not every utterance is a full turn. This is true not only of continuing utterances such as “mm” or “uh-huh”, which do not constitute a turn but register the listener’s willingness to pass up the turn to the current speaker (cf. Schegloff, 1982). This is also true of those utterances that continue unutterances are a response to, namely multi-unit turns, that is, turns built out of multiple turn-constructional units (TCU) (cf. Clayman, 2013: 151), which are typical of ‘telling’ sequences such as instructing, advising, and storytelling (e.g., Schegloff, 2007). Moreover, Torreira and Valtersson (2015: 22) present, and review, compelling cross-linguistic evidence that questions are spoken with faster speech rates than statements, which may affect lengthening/rallentando effects. As with pre-starts and overlaps, due to lack of previous research, we cannot know yet whether speakers’ signaling behavior varies with the action they intend to perform in the turn and the type of sequence they are engaged in. Common sense would again suggest the possibility that a speaker in the midst of doing a telling and arriving at one of those “places in it for others’ talk” (Sacks, 1992: 526) may not, or not fully, or not in the same way, signal that arrival at that intermediate point in the sequence as they would signal arrival at the completion point of a less extended turn functioning, say, as a request for information or an offer of assistance and so forth. In future models of turn rallentando, this possibility would have to be controlled for.

Notwithstanding these, largely speculative, concerns, we are confident that the discoveries of the present analysis as well as its implications for theories of turn transition will be confirmed even in analyses based on more diverse data and more fine-grained regression models.

6. Conclusions

How co-participants to talk-in-interaction coordinate their conduct to achieve smooth, precision-timed transition from one turn to another is a complex issue as the inventory of resources they draw on to project (as speakers) and predict (as listeners) turn completion is far and wide. This research has taken one such resource into focus: changes in word duration over the course of turns. It has taken head-on the challenges inherent in “[p]roviding robust, quantified, comparative measures of duration” (Local & Walker, 2012: 259) by fitting complex mixed-effects models based on naturally occurring corpus data. Contrary to previous research, which hailed the turn-final drawl as a turn-yielding cue giving non-current speakers the green light to take the turn, the models indicate that drawing, or rallentando, is in fact a far more spread-out process affecting not just the last syllable or word in the turn but large portions of the turn. Rallentando appears to be, not a one-off cue marking the end-point of the turn upon its occurrence, but an extended process advance-projecting the duration envelope of the turn. We have further argued that, as a graded advance-projecting resource, rallentando is in and of itself insufficient to signal turn completion reliably; rather, listeners are likely to rely on turn rallentando in unison with other preferably discrete cues marking the turn-completion point upon its occurrence, for “recogniz[ing] that a turn is definitely coming to an end” (Levinson & Torreira, 2015: 12) before triggering the launch of the next turn.
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\(^{14}\) Alternatively, given the degree to which multi-modal behavior is ‘hard-wired’, speakers’ rallentando might continue unaffected just as deaf signers mouth and even vocalize, and speakers continue gesturing on the telephone (cf. Levinson & Holler, 2014: 6).


